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About This Content

Our story begins with the death of Gustav Platte, your father’s older brother. In this world, he was a strong and dour man, who
had seen much of the world and partook in his fair share of sins. None will dare to guess what awaits him in the next world.

Through the many festivities he participated in he never seemed to revel in them. His eyes held a heaviness only matched by the
weight of his flail. Some joked that this heaviness suggested the man had passed through Iron Forest. And at times it was hard to

say, whether they were jokes at all.

The tale begins with a death, but it will not be last before the story’s conclusion.

Gustav’s estate was divided in accordance with his will. Felsen Castle and the adjoining villages passed into your brother’s
ownership. Other relatives partitioned the estate of Ludahof, the land and a fortune worth several thousand guldens. You,

however, inherited just a sword and a small casket. You opened the latter to find two objects.

The one was a metal oak leaf similar in size to a real one. At first it seemed a decoration to you but you knew the difference
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between silver and steel. The edge pierced your hand and you wondered who would make a decoration that could wound?
Curious, you scrutinized the leaf closer. The veins were were so thin, its folds and imperfections so true to life. The spots and

the play of shading was unlike any engraving you had ever seen that there was no doubt in your mind that this was not made by a
human hand…

The other object inside the casket was a map.
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Title: Legends of Eisenwald: Road to Iron Forest
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Aterdux Entertainment
Publisher:
Aterdux Entertainment
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 GHz dual-core CPU

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB graphics memory, shader model 3 (Radeon HD 6670, GeForce GT 630)

Storage: 4 MB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution 1280x1024; Dedicated video card required

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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just like grand theft auto. Nice first game by the developer. Love where he is going with this game, but it just falls short in the
fun department sadly.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OBW_B5rj7m8

This game should be renamed to "Kiting Simulator 2019" because that's really all this is.. moving around in a circle shooting a
single boss until it's dead. Zzzzz...

I love the monsters, I love the art style. We just need "more" to a game we pay money for than this.

TO THE DEVELOPER: Use your creativity. Make this game "fun" ...Make it a game YOU want to play!!

As it is, it scores a 48% score in my initial first impressions scoring and gets my "Not Recommend"... Let's see if this new indie
developer cares enough about his first Steam title to make it "fun" and not just a move in a circle and kite 13 bosses.

. Don\u00b4t buy at all, not even on a discount.

. Possibly my favorite Choice of Games release. The world is well-developed, the characters feel like more than props meant to
lead you through the adventures, and I was fascinated by the conflict! "Cannonfire Concerto" is clever, tightly-crafted, and is
about to eat a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on of my free time.. Super Mixtape has a unique take on the side scrolling
platformer, with challenging controls and an upbeat rhythm.

You traverse several levels, unlocking new beats and mastering the unique movement mechanics to reach your goal, which is of
course, a boombox!

There's nothing to dislike about this game, it's simple yet complex, great fun, and I can't wait to see what comes of it. It has
potential to be a top indie title.

Super Mixtape, more like Super Funtape!
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Challenging levels. PuzzlessSS. Good jokes. Fun art. Cool gameplay. Some music.. 70k rupiah is too cheap for it's content. Nice
story, dialogue, it's like watching movie\/theater. Also nice music, 3d, 2d movies, nice combat. some warning: boss will trash
you at normal difficulty, requires grinding(glorification of hard work?)

The bad\/improve able:
-no controller support even though game design is very console ish
-audio inconsistencies, rough transitions, poor balancing between music, voice, sfx, highly uneven voice loudness
-some bugs(stuck on trees etc had to load game)
-some missing translations & typos, but still bearable
-stiff movement\/jump animation, directional walking problem

Dev, contact me if you need my audio service. I hope you update this game and keep making better wuxia RPG for us, thank
you!. Very good deal pack, worth the money especially if you are new to the game. A lesson all devs should learn: just because
you can make your game sparkly and pretty doesn't mean you should. There are 3D magic eye pictures that aren't as visually
busy as this, meaning it's ridiculously hard to distinguish between what can damage you and what can't, and you will be hit by
things you didn't see in the glare and bloom.

Bezier is not just pretty, it's pretty boring - destroy X number of shields whilst surviving for three minutes, repeat for next level.
There's a boss that'll show up and kill you in the last thirty seconds if you haven't taken out all the shields, I assume you fight it
at some point but I really don't care; I've played 20-odd minutes and I'm so bored of this, I'm fed up of the game constantly
reminding me to use auto-aim every other minute because lord forbid you want to control what direction you fire in yourself
and would rather your weapons didn't overheat within three seconds thanks, I'm annoyed by how quickly the health\/power pick
ups disappear and more than anything else I'm so bloody frustrated by constantly being hit by things I can't see!

Buy Beat Hazard instead - even at full the visual flares aren't as obnoxious and you get to listen to your own tunes.. If you are
looking for a top down bullet hell shooter this game is great. The visuals are amazing and well put together. The weapon
upgrades and collectables are enough to keep you going and keep it interesting. Bosses provide a challenge as well as some spots
in the levels.

My only complaint is this only has 4 levels, I would love to play more but for $3.00 you honestly cant beat it.

I'm playing this on PC and it runs 100% smooth with no lag or stutters (even with the screen completely full of objects).
GTX960 GPU, 16gb RAM, i7-4790k CPU.

Great job to the devs, I hope to see another game like this from them in the future.. Plays as a Kriegsmarine Captain:

-> should I stay true to MEIN VATERLAND and turn on 'limit ship to own nationality'?

-> wait are those 18 in guns?!??!

-> imports a fleet Japanese Yamatos and steamrolls the Atlantic

11/10 would abandon German engineering and embrace glorious Nippon steelru again. amazing graphics,good playability really
a good game from Senran Kagura Series. I bought this game for the visualization and exploration, not the actual shooter. This is
great for just floating through space enjoying the trippy visuals reacting with your music. The 3d shooter is alright, but never
really grabbed my attention. There are TONS of options to adjust the visual and audio experience. I just turn off all enemies,
hide the on-screen HUD and enjoy the view!

 I know its been almost 6 years since the release date but adding support for the Oculus Rift and Vive would be amazing!. I
usually like platformer games alot but this one not that much in the end. The character is cute and the environment is well
designed. Tho some parts of the game I wasn't quite sure where my little drop was dropping. I would give some sort of level info
in the beginning of each level. Also the lack of check points made the harder levels really, really frustrating. I think I spent
around 25 mins on the last two levels of the total 1h playtime which was enough to end the game. The ending cut scene was also
a little disappointing.
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Pros:
- Basic platformer
- Nice graphics
- Cute character

Cons:
- Lack of checkpoints

I would give this a solid 3\/7
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